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WORKIN' MY LINGO

Gotta get that lingo down, gonna turn my life around though I won’t get too profound, you’ll know I’m bound for higher ground deep
But if I’m full of pretense, cause my words are so immense and my thoughts phony display large are too intense hope this prevents an embarrassing sequence extreme in strength or degree
I’m workin’ my lingo oh-oh I once would guess - now I speculate guess
I used to blur now I obfuscate I don’t say cool I say nonchalant confuse unconcerned
I don’t say scholar I say savant learned scholar, wise man
Gotta get my lingo up, cause without my words I’m stuck - don’t try to interrupt with a little luck – you can hear my mind erupt - don’t let me go too fast - want the words within your grasp - makin’ this an easy task as the words go past is an awful lot to ask
I’m workin’ my lingo oh-oh - I once held back now I suppress conceal
Things used to blend now they coalesce come together
I once would guess now I speculate - I used to blur now I obfuscate - I’m workin’ …
Instead of pertinent it’s germane - now I don’t show scorn I display disdain relevant contempt
I don’t say cool, I say nonchalant - I don’t say scholar I got savant - I’m workin’ …
We’re educated - motivated - stimulated moved to action to excite to growth
We’re captivated – elevated – not manipulated attracted, fascinated handled dishonestly
Now I say plethora instead of a lot - and I’ll say obtain when I once said got overabundance
I used to be vulgar – now I’m ribald crass, gross indecent, lewd
I was excused now I’m absolved - instead of calm I say phlegmatic cleared not easily excited
Histrionic for over-dramatic-instead of indirect I get oblique melodramatic not straight forward
I issue an utterance I used to speak something expressed vocally
Instead of start I instigate stir up
I don’t destroy I obliterate - I’ll say insipid instead of bland demolish flat, tasteless
demolish flat, tasteless
If a guy’s intrepid he’s a fearless man - if a thing’s unsavory it tastes bad brave flavorless
Now I get perturbed not a little mad - and instead of read now I peruse agitated glance over
I used to wonder now I muse while workin’ my lingo oh-oh … meditate, consider, contemplate

HALF OF ONE MORE CHANCE

Our love was evanescent it didn’t last - vanished fast short-lived disappeared
Thought it was incandescent - glowing from heat, radiant
always would shine so bright .
Was I so oblique - just so indirect - not straight forward
you couldn’t connect with me
maybe too opaque to let your light come through cloudy, unclear
I claim culpability - lay it right here on me responsibility
It’s blame I deserve, I know, no don’t act contemptuous full of scorn, disgust
I feel that you value us more than you show-oh-oh
I know how I can be evasive but I’ll tell you straight vague, misleading
I’m keepin’ open & I’ll learn from the mistakes I make
Unspoken problems can pervade, get into everything
they spread & permeate go everywhere
Gimme half of one more chance & I’ll change, oh baby, just you wait
Love can be capricious - a fickle thing - don’t you think changeable
Problems get pernicious and harm everything in sight damaging
Coming from compassion sympathy for the suffering of others
I’ll build a bridge from love and from empathy
Insidious walls will all come tumbling down evil
I’ll make sure complacency, self satisfaction, indifference won’t get the best of me - what’s nurtured through time can grow nourished
I can’t guess our destiny - my soul and the rest of me, can’t let you go-oh
I know somehow you’ll capitulate give in, surrender
if I can find a way to demonstrate that I’ve reformed, show changed
transformed - yeah I see the light altered in character
I DON'T WORSHIP YOU

If self-indulgence was the mark of a great man
Then you'd win hands down there's no one else around
Prodigious egos wavin' all over town
They don't have a clue - they could learn from you
If you had the time your capacious mind
could come up with better things to do then live for only you
Your reputation for self-adulation
isn't fabrication, you need someone who won't tell you the truth
I don't worship you - so you'll try to prove
that this heart of mine is yours to convert
in time change, transform
You're notorious for what I call laborious
well known fatiguing, tiresome
but this time you picked a heretic
non believer
No - I don't worship you
The way you deprecate everyone around
Shows me just how low your insecurity goes
And your pomposity's a big side-show
It's what you use as diversion from your self-aversion
distraction self-hatred
Were you kind once upon a time, did you find
that didn't work for you, you weren't getting through
I'd be elated, if you got deflated, thrilled reduced in size, importance
someone should annihilate the monster that you've turned into destroy
I guess I'm gettin' a bit vitriolic
I see the you - you hide underneath
but it's not my job to change you, I'd just end up down on my knees - and ...

I AIN'T GOT

She's so loquacious, tenacious, talkative persistent, sticks to things
Sagacious - but not too spacious wise large, wide
She's inscrutable, beautiful - it's irrefutable mysterious, incomprehensible undeniable
Never meek with us, obsequious, salutary submissive wholesome
Munificent, beneficent, yeah she's magnificent generous helpful, kind
But she won't go out with me - because … I ain't got a good enough vocabulary
No-no-no she ain't got time for me – because … I ain't got a good enough vocabulary
word -- no rhetoric -- word -- overblown, empty language
She'll often elevate, elucidate - wish I could get a date
Felicious, solicitous - her smile's ubiquitous appropriate concerned everywhere
Persistent, consistent, only somewhat distant determined in effort unwavering
Un-suspicious, does the dishes, bet her kisses are delicious
generous does the dishes, bet her kisses are delicious
She's benevolent, relevant, even grandiloquent kind to the purpose showy use of language
Perceptive, reflective, and cirumspective aware thoughtful cautious
She's imperious, I'm serious - makes me delirious harsh, bitter
She's imperious, I'm serious - makes me delirious harsh, bitter
I see the you - you hide underneath
but it's not my job to change you, I'd just end up down on my knees - and ...

What is up with this word spendthrift ... ? someone who spends money like crazy
THAT I LOVE YOU

I've got - major motivation, drive, enthusiasm
I wake up and experience elation, I'm not joy, delight
torn up by frustration - everything feels right, held back
I could - do a dissertation, a lengthy formal piece of writing
On how much you're - causing these sensations, baby
I want full participation in the rest of your life - oh baby, involvement
You're magnetic, sympathetic, audio & photogenic & on top of that I love you
Oh yeah you're so consistent, hate resistant, unwavering, repellent, defiant
Am I being too persistent, determined in effort
Letting you know how much it's true - that I love you

We know - honesty's a virtue, and I swear now, quality of goodness
I will never hurt you, may my heart stop if I ever desert you but I can't see how
I know it may be imprudent to gush on and on, unreasonable
instead of being brilliant, but if I blush I'm way beyond ebullient, enthusiastic
I can't turn back now - oh baby, baby, baby

You show feelings, you're not stoic, in my book you're so heroic, indifferent
You know it - I know it too.

You can be philanthropic, giving time & money to help others
un-myopic - pardon me what was the topic, unable to see things far away
Oh yeah, just how much it's true – that I love you
I know you - feel it too - fervid eyes - say it's true, intense, impassioned
Could these feelings abate - no they couldn't, lessen, subside
Felt this right - off the bat - we go deep - we know that
Will I take all this back - no I couldn't - I wouldn't … You're magnetic
sympathetic, un-frenetic, empathetic, frantic ability to share another's feelings

HANGIN’ AROUND YOU

I've been lonely –
watchin' the sunset on an esplanade, walkway
I've been happy – writin' in my head
to the dissonance on some boulevard, noise, disharmony
I've wined and dined with the best
and slummed with the rest
I've been where I can say whatever I want
and where everything's suppressed, held back, censored
I've been east - I've been west
I've been everywhere that's consequential, important
I've been north and way south
I've met anyone's who's influential, powerful
Thought I'd see it all with all I'd been through
But I finally felt I got somewhere
When I found myself just hangin' around you
I've been discursive, coercive, subversive, wordy, intimidating, rebellious
I've given in to despair
I've been compliant, reliant, willing to give in, accommodating
defiant, and somewhere in between nowhere, disobedient
I've debated kings - placated queens, argued with pacified
I've been desolate - broke - and had unlimited means, destroyed
I would relinquish it all, put aside, abandon

For just one moment with you …
TRANSPARENT LIES

Furtive lies and insinuation — devious indirect suggestion
All designed to tarnish my reputation — blemish, taint
And devised by you without explanation — invented, concocted
Tell me why - why ya spreading all these lies
I'll try hard to end all this chaos — confusion, turmoil
But when you disparage me - you betray us — discredit
Said we'd be friends until the end and now I'm crushed
Tell me why - why ya feel a need to lie
Baby lies - they poison everything in sight
Those who lie - can never keep track or take them back
Baby lies - keep messin' with your sleep at night
Ya never can disguise
Transparent lies — see through
Words you said continue to taunt me — provoke, insult
And the way you've squandered love, well it haunts me — wasted
Baby open up your eyes - maybe you'll see
Your heart cries - listen and apologize
I got a story you oughta tell
About a girl who loved a guy more than life itself
But he got overwhelmed — overcome completely
and undermined himself - telling lies — destroyed by degree
Flagrant lies...

SHE'S OFF THE HOOK

I never knew - I never saw - I never got what happened
til she came and went and had been gone for days
She was enervating, stimulating, I'm still waiting — able to weaken arousing
for her next return and her capricious ways — changeable
First she's terse - then loquacious — to the point talky, chatty
Barely there - then perspicacious — having a powerful, penetrating mind
Don't deride her she'll disappear — mock, ridicule
And I just want her here
She goes right for your soul she won't procrastinate — postpone
She's off the hook
Has a look in her eyes that can debilitate - she's off the hook — injure, weaken
She'll find your heart and she'll ameliorate - she is off the hook — make better
I never knew my head was spinnable - she's off the hook
Her effect on me is more than subliminal — beneath consciousness
One look and you'll be unequivocal - She is off the hook — certain
I won't malign, I can't define, tried to design a woman — speak ill of
with her qualities - I blew my own mind
She's a dichotomy — two contradictory parts - that exist together
I want to be inside her head
to see how she makes chills - go up and down my spine
She'll be banal - then erudite — commonplace scholarly, enlightened
Spend indolent days - work all night — lazy
Her ambiguities stay unclear — characteristics open to interpretation
And I just want her here
She's a paradox but my heart unlocks whenever I'm around her — contradiction
I don't dangle bait - I don't mind the wait - I'm just glad I found her
DO THE ANTONYM DANCE

Yes-no stop-go definitely-I don't know augment-decrease enlarge
war-peace dubious-sure defiled-pure doubtful contaminated
candor-lies revere-despise honesty honor to look down on
Do the antonym dance - do the antonym dance - opposite
you take 2 steps back - I advance - do the antonym dance
Apathetic-carin' a lot totally stoic-sharin' a lot indifferent showing no emotion
Spontaneous-rehearsed very blessed-really cursed guided by instinct
euphonious - cacophonous melodious harsh sounding
tiny little village- metropolis uplifting-morose large city gloomy
immaculate-gross extremely clean
I do-you don't I will-you won't I can - you can't come on-go off yes-no
servile-dominant servant-like exercising the most influence or control
concealed-prominent hidden sticking out, noticeable
enigmatic-transparent mysterious, puzzling easy to see through
difficult to understand or find readily understood or seen
austere-relaxed strict, severe in appearance
laid back-taxed under strain, burdened
you're steadfast -you acquiesce firm, faithful give in
tables fall apart-they coalesce come together
mollify-harass calm, ease annoy, irritate, torment
ephemeral-made to last... short lived, fleeting
Are you my adversary - I'm on your side opponent, enemy
You're so incendiary - I'm cool as ice tending to inflame
Stop contradicting me - All I do is agree disagreeing with, challenging
We fight all day - We've been at peace all night

OUR LOVE NEEDS NO WORDS

She came from Ecuador in '94, she was rich, I was poor, but her parents
never paid attention to her so she studied English with a vengeance,
nobody knew all her declensions, taught me words conjugations, aspect of grammar
I found pretentious till I learned how words could open doors showy
If I was exact - I could extract - the smallest fact remove with effort
with a little tact, I had a knack for learning every time she spoke diplomacy
And I learned new words to say before she woke, yeah like,
* The day is splendiferous and though the traffic's vociferous magnificent loud, noisy
bless me with all your munificence and we'll walk great generosity
And if our stroll is protracted and possibly droll, stretched out amusingly strange
the fact is, we could digress and be desultory as we talk." depart from subject aimless
Now I know it sounds all implausible and all, but it's true and it makes her feel hard to believe
like a princess at a ball - it's like we have our own language, sometimes we try it
in Spanish, but what gets me most - is when she turns to me and says - she sings -
Our love needs no words - I can feel what you feel inside - our love needs no words
hold my hand and let's enjoy the ride - our love needs no words
Now I wasn't coerced - and it isn't rehearsed, at times forced by threats
we're packin' our words real tight and makin' em pointed and terse to the point
She's ingenious - I mean this - I've seen this - clever, imaginative
She'll use words to rejuvenate and educate, refuel, fill with energy
illuminate, one minute she's kinetic make clear, brighten relating to motion
then aesthetic, never apathetic of or relating to beauty lacking interest
Her words can lacerate, ameliorate, never second rate wound, hurt make better
So I'm standin' there try'n' to figure her out - and I look perplexed, confused
she can be so complex - then she gets all complicated
demonstrative and purrs in my ear and you know what I hear … displaying affection openly